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Motion detection and estimation using impedances of an 8-channel parallel transmit 
head coil at 7T 
 
ABSTRACT - Ultra-high field MRI systems have many advantages, nevertheless, a higher image resolution 
increases the sensitivity to motion and physiological noise. A way to detect head motion is the use of the 
measured reflected RF waves from an 8 channel parallel transmit (PTx) head coil using directional couplers 
(DICOs). Examined is if the measurements of the DICOs can be used to predict head motion and whether 
motion parameters of the subjects head and the DICO data are linearly related. Also, the accuracy and 
reproducibility of the fitted motion is examined within and over subject. To obtain a motion correction 
matrix (MCM), motion parameter data from FSL/FEAT was linearly related to the impedance of the 8-
channel head coil by left array division of the two matrices. The quality of the fit of the estimated motion is 
very high. The estimated motion within the same subject, but with use of another MCM, show the same 
pattern, but with a shift. The method does not work when used over subjects. Additional research, 
concerning the data processing technique, is required to optimize the method to have it implemented as a 
real-time motion correction technique. 
Keywords: head movement; directional couplers; motion detection; ultra-high field MR; 8-channel transmit head coil. 
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Introduction 
7T MRI systems obtain a higher nuclei polarization or net magnetization resulting from the high static 
magnetic field (1). Ultra-high field MRI systems have many advantages, among a  higher Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) and/or higher Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) in the images (2). In exchange of 
reducing the SNR, the voxel size can be reduced, which leads to a higher resolution, or a shorter 
acquisition time while maintaining acceptable image quality (3).  

However, a higher image resolution increases the sensitivity to motion and physiological noise. 
This can cause motion artifacts which appear in the form of blurring, ghosting and/or decreased SNR 
(4). This is especially true since scans at 7T with a higher resolution result in a longer scan time (10 
min) (5).  

Since motion artefacts are a main problem in MRI, various ways to compensate or correct for 
motion have been developed. Examples of these methods are optical tracking of the motion using probes 
(6) or a visual target (7), device tracking using active markers (8) or using NMR markers, without the 
need to add alterations in sequence design (9). Another way to detect head motion is the use of the 
measured reflected RF waves from an 8 channel parallel transmit (PTx) coil using directional couplers 
(DICOs) in real time (10).  

DICOs were added to the hardware of the MR system for additional safety measurements. 
Earlier work used the DICOs to measure forward and reflected data to detect motion. This method was 
used to detect respiratory and cardiac motion (11, 12).  The positions and orientation of the body part in 
the coil influences the loading, which then affects the amount of reflection (13). The reflection in each 
RF pulse in the sequence are measured by the DICOs.  

This is also true for head coils. Human heads differ in size and shape and thus create different 
electromagnetic loads on the RF-coils. When the orientation of the head changes, the electromagnetic 
load on the RF-coils is also affected (14). This is expressed in changes in the reflected signal of the RF-
coils, observed by the DICOs. Subsequently, this leads to changes in impedance, caused by changes in 
position of the head.  

The method is fully based on the scattered waves from the coils to detect and estimate changes 
in the position of the subjects head. The advantage of this method is that, unlike recent previous work, 
this implementation doesn’t require any changes to pulse sequences and has no time penalty (15).  

In this work, it is examined if measurements can be used to predict head motion from the signal 
measured at the directional couplers. Subsequently, it has been investigated whether motion parameters 
of the subjects head and the directional coupler data are linearly related and can be represented in a 
linear model. The accuracy and reproducibility of the fitted motion of the linear model is examined. In 
addition, the accuracy of the estimated motion using different scans within and over subject is 
investigated.  



Methods  
Volunteers performed a continuous moving pattern of translations and rotations during MR acquisition. 
The movements in question were: looking from left to right (rotation in the y-direction), nodding up and 
down (rotation in the z-direction), a tilt of the head to left and right (rotation in de x-direction) and a full 
head movement translation in and out of the coil. By performing the translations it is possible the subject 
also performed (small) rotations. The head movements were performed during a 3D FFE water 
suppressed scan (fat selective excitation), on a 7T MR system (Philips). Five sets of 250 volumes per 
subject of the head were acquired. The data was obtained with a binomial pulse1, with a FOV 
(192x224x192), recon (2x2x2),T1 weighted and T1 spoiling. 

Next to the water suppressed 3D images, the RF data of the 8-channel head coil was acquired, 
using an executable (RF data filer) on the host. This data was acquired using directional couplers. DICOs 
split off a portion of the RF signal, while coupled to the transmission line. By monitoring the power 
levels, the energy dissipation into the head of the subject can be calculated. If the maximum power levels 
are violated or when an unexpected RF waveform occurs, the measurements are stopped. The 
spectrometer in the MR system samples the forward and reflected data. Using a network connection, the 
data is streamed to the host computer where the data is written to disk. This data contained the forward 
and reflected per sample signals of the 8 channels in the head coil.  

The indicated data was processed and analyzed using code written in Matlab (App. F) as 
describe in the flowchart in figure 1.  

 
 

The forward and reflected data were provided for each sample and subsequently averaged per 
pulse. The forward and reflected data are complex, thus the data was averaged by taking the average 
of the real part of a number and the average of the imaginary part of a number. Each pulse consisted of 
286 samples. Each volume consisted of 308 pulses. Using Eq. 1, the impedance per RF pulse in each 
channel was calculated using the average reflected and forward signal per pulse. 

 
𝑖𝑚𝑝 = 50	(𝑂ℎ𝑚) ∗ -./01/23/4-546742

-./01/28/4-546742
 Eq. 1 

 
Subsequently, these impedances per pulse were averaged over the total volume, giving 250 averaged 
impedances. To correlate the impedances to movement, it is necessary to know the movement 
parameters. This was done using FSL-FEAT. By performing a registration to the first volume of the 
scan of the subject, the motion parameters were estimated. By realigning the 250 volumes to the first 
volume, the relative movement parameters can be calculated. This resulted in translations and rotations 
over x, y and z.  These parameters were also exported to a file. These parameters were imported to 
Matlab. The rotations of the motion parameters were converted from radians to degrees. Since the 
motion parameters were registered to the first volume of the scan, the average impedances were also 
calculated relative to the impedance value corresponding to the first volume. 

The goal is to examine whether a General Linear Model can be used to fit the predicted motions 
based on the measured impedances. The linear relationship can be described as: 

 
𝑦 = 𝐴	𝑥   Eq. 2 

 
In this equation the motion parameters can be computed using the relationship between the 

motion correction matrix and the impedances of the head coil. The linear model in this research is 

                                                        
1 Binomial pulses have flip angles that follow the pattern of the binomial expansion of (a+b)n. The 
combinations whose ratio follows the binomial pattern and add up to 90º will work to selectively excite water 
and leave the fat resonance unchanged (16).   

Figure 1 – Flowchart of the code used in Matlab.  



based on an [16 6] matrix. These 16 numbers contain the complex data based on impedance changes in 
the 8-channel head coil, the first eight are the real part, the last eight are the imaginary part.   
To obtain the motion correction matrix the motion parameter data from FSL/FEAT was linearly related, 
with Eq. 2, to the impedance of the 8-channel head coil by left array division of the two matrices, see 
equation 3.  
 

𝑀𝐶𝑀	[16	6] = 𝑟𝑒𝑙_𝑖𝑚𝑝	\𝑚𝑜_𝑝𝑎𝑟	 Eq. 3 
 

In this equation is MCM the motion correction matrix with size [16 6], the rel_imp the relative 
impedances per channel averaged per volume with size [250 16] and mo_par the motion parameters 
exported from FSL with the degrees converted to radians with size [250 6].  

To evaluate the fit, the resulting matrix was used to estimate the motion parameters using the 
measured impedance. To calculate the motion parameters, the parameters were calculated using the 
average impedances and motion parameter matrix of the same scan as the motion parameter matrix was 
fitted with.  

Three subjects were used for data acquisition, subject S is A, B or C. The specific filenames are 
shown in App. A. For each subjects five datasets, i is 1 to 5, were acquired. The reference image within 
subject is notated by j, from 1 to 5. This results in 15 datasets of motion parameters (𝑀I,K,L), RF data 
(𝑅𝐹I,K,L), motion correction matrices (𝑀𝐶𝑀I,K,L), fitted motion datasets(𝑓𝑖𝑡_𝑀I,K,L) and estimated motion 
datasets (𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑀I,R,K,L). E.g. for a fit of the motion, 𝑀S,T, 𝑅𝐹S,T, 𝑀𝐶𝑀S,T,T and 𝑓𝑖𝑡_𝑀S,T,T. 

Subsequently, the method was examined in two other ways. First, to estimate the motion 
parameters by calculating the subjects (S) own impedances, but using a motion correction matrix of the 
first scan of the subject. For example, the motion dataset 𝑀S,U,T, the RF dataset 𝑅𝐹S,U,T, the motion 
correction matrix 𝑀𝐶𝑀S,T,T and the estimated motion 𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑀S,S,U,T. 

Second, to estimate the motion parameters by calculating the subjects (S) own impedances, but 
using a motion correction matrix of the first scan of another subject (relative subject R). the motion 
dataset 𝑀VT, the RF dataset 𝑅𝐹V,U, the motion correction matrix 𝑀𝐶𝑀S,T and the estimated motion 
𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑀V,S,T,T. When the motion parameter estimation is done over subjects, the first scan of the reference 
subject in question was used.  

The motion parameters from FSL/FEAT need to be compatible with this data analysis. The 
registration was done to the first scan of the same dataset of the used motion correction matrix. The 
same applies to the relative impedances. The average impedances of the last 249 scans were calculated 
relative to the impedance value corresponding to the first volume of the same dataset of the used motion 
correction matrix. It is important to keep in mind that two different acquisitions of two different heads 
lead to different orientations, this can cause faults in analysis.  

To measure the degree of accuracy when no motion occurs, the third volunteer performed no 
(deliberate) movements. The subject was instructed to keep the head as still as possible. This was done 
to check whether the method proposed is also accurate without (large) movements present in the data.  

The quality of the fit and estimation of the motion parameters was evaluated by performing 
linear regression-analysis. This is a statistical method for estimating the relationship between the 
estimated motion parameters (dependent variable) and the known motion parameters from FSL 
(independent variable)(10). The analysis is done using the regress() function in Matlab. This function  
can return the statistics of the fit of the regression, expressed in R-squared. The R-squared is a statistical 
measure of how close the data is fitted to the regression line. For a optimal fit the value of R-squared is 
around 1. The parameters of the linear fit are acquired using the fitlm() function in Matlab. This function 
returns the slope and intersect of the fit. These coefficients will also be used to determine the quality of 
the fit. The value of the intersect tells something about the offset of the data. The closer it is to zero, the 
smaller the offset. The value of the slope of the fit determines the measure of over- or underestimation 
of the fit, the value should be around 1. If the value is above 1, there is some slight overestimation of 
the fit. Vice versa, if the value is below 1, there is an underestimation of the fit.   
  



Results  
Figure 2 shows the uncorrected water suppressed image of the head. This image shows the fat boarder 
around the head and the motion is visible, this is the white boarder around the skull. The figure shows 
the aliasing artefact caused by motion, these are the reoccurring lines.    

 
Figure 2 - Image of the head of subject A 

The motion parameters relative to the first volume are exported from FSL/FEAT and visually 
represented in figure 3 and 4, for both rotations and translations in x, y and z.  
 

 
Figure 3 - rotations in radians by FSL of  A1 

 
Figure 4 – translations in mm by FLS of A1 

Using the forward and reflected data the average impedance for each volume is calculated. Figure 5 
shows the absolute impedance averaged over a pulse for all pulses, figure 6 shows the absolute 
impedance averaged over each volume and figure 7 shows the absolute impedances relative to the first 
volume. In figure 8 the motion correction matrix based on the corresponding impedances and motion 
parameters is shown. Channel six shows unexpected behavior, expressed by large, rapid fluctuations 
between two impedances, in the figure where the average absolute impedances for all pulses are shown. 
Figure  9 and 10 represent the phase of the impedances. The repetitive phase pattern, also known as T1-
spoling is shown in figure 11.  



  
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5 – averaged absolute impedances for all pulses Figure 6 – averaged absolute impedances for all volumes 

Figure 7 – averaged impedances for all 
volumes relative to the first volumes 
 

Figure 8 – colorbar image of the motion correction 
matrix of the rotation (1:3) and translation (4:6) 
 

Figure 9 – averaged phase of impedances for all pulses Figure 10  – averaged phase of impedances for all volumes 



 
 
The motion correction matrix is calculated in a [16 6] matrix. This matrix represents 8 real and 

subsequently 8 imaginary parameters of the coefficients in x, y and z and x_rot, y_rot and z_rot. The 
figure represents a colorbar-image of the motion correction matrix. App. B shows the average and 
differences between the average and the five motion correction matrices of subject A.  

The motion correction matrix was used to determine the motion parameters of the subject using 
the impedances of the 8 channels of the head coil. The rotations and translations in x, y and z of the 
parameters are represented in figure 11 and figure 12. The figure shows the motion parameters of the 
rotation and translation in the x, y and z direction determined by FSL/FEAT by performing the 
registration and the calculated motion parameters based on the fit. 

 
Figure 12 - Rotation in degrees per volume of the measured motion parameters by FSL and the 
motion correction matrix. 

Figure 11 – Repetitive phase pattern in reflected signal of channel 6. Each 24 pulses a line is 
drawn. 



 

 
 
 
 
The estimated motion parameters by calculating its own impedances, but using a motion correction 
matrix of the first scan of the same subject is shown in figure 14 to 19. The upper three figures represent 
the rotations and the lower three the translations for both FSL/FEAT motion and estimated motion using 
the linear model.  
 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
Figure 20 to 25 show a visual representation of the rotations and translation for all three x, y and z-axis 
for estimated motion using the motion correction matrix of the first scan of a different subject. The upper 
three figures represent the rotations and the lower three the translations for both FSL/FEAT motion and 
estimated motion using the linear model.  
 

Figure 13 - Translations in mm per volume of the measured motion parameters by FSL and the 
motion correction matrix. 

Figure 14 – estimated rotation vs 
rotation in FSL  in x, A2-1 

Figure 15 – estimated rotation vs 
rotation in FSL  in y, A2-1 

Figure 16 – estimated rotation vs 
rotation in FSL  in z, A2-1 

Figure 17 – estimated translation 
vs rotation in FSL  in x, A2-1 

Figure 18 – estimated translation 
vs rotation in FSL  in y, A2-1 

Figure 19 – estimated translation 
vs rotation in FSL  in z, A2-1 



 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
The quality of the fit is determined with R-squared by performing linear regression analysis on 

the data, the numbers of the regression analysis and the linear fit discussed are presented in table 1.  
 

 
 

Figure 21 – estimated rotation vs 
rotation in FSL  in y, subject BA1 

Figure 20 – estimated rotation vs 
rotation in FSL  in x, subject BA1 

Figure 22 – estimated rotation vs 
rotation in FSL  in z, BA1 

Figure 23 – estimated translation vs 
rotation in FSL  in x, subject BA1 

Figure 24 – estimated translation vs 
rotation in FSL  in y, subject BA1 

Figure 25 – estimated translation vs 
rotation in FSL  in z, subject BA1 

Table 1 – The quality of the fit expressed in R-squared is determined by performing linear regression analysis on 
the data. The linear parameters are defined by the intercept and slope of the fit.  



Discussion 
The results indicate that motion parameters were fitted accurately with a linear model, using the 
impedances calculated with forward and reflected signal of the directional couplers. The quality of the 
calculation of the motion parameters was determined by acquiring the R-squared value of the fit by 
performing linear regression analysis. The parameters of the fit were determined using the linear fit 
model.   

As visible in figure 12 and 13, the motion parameters of acquired from FSL are very similar to 
the motion parameters fitted using the motion correction matrix, based on the reflected and forwarded 
RF signal in the 8-channel head coil. Based on the visual interpretation of the data, the fit of the motion 
parameters is accurate. The R-squared values are between 0.45 and 0.85, which means the motion 
parameter estimation is of moderate accuracy. This is true for every scan for every subject, which means 
the method is reproducible.   

The values of the linear fit are shown in table 1. The intercept of all fits are almost zero, this 
indicates no offset is present during the fit. A slope of nearly 1 indicates no overfitting or underfitting is 
present. Both parameters in combination with the R-Squared indicate a high quality of the fit. 

As visible in the figures 12 and 13, where the movement parameters are shown, the subject 
moves the head quite rapid, compared to preliminary datasets (App. E). The movements in this 
preliminary dataset were more relaxed and less sudden. The rapid movement can also affect the results 
in other ways. 250 volumes were scanned with a total scan time of around 5 minutes. Hereby each 
volume is a little over one second of scanning time, meaning that the head moved during volume 
acquisition. Because all the signals are averaged within the volumes, it is possible that sudden 
movements within volume acquisition are not taken into account.   

In addition, the relative changes in forward and reflected signal are also larger considering the 
movements are quite rapid. When the orientation of the head changes, different electromagnetic loads 
on the RF-coils occur. Since the load changes, the reflected signal in the head coil is also different. 
Because larger movements result in larger changes of the impedance it is possible that this was done 
less accurate. A reason for this could be that the signal was averaged within the volumes. If movements 
were done more calmly the impedance changes less rapid and the averaging over volumes has less 
variance. The motion parameters were estimated per volume instead of per sample. If the average 
impedance would be calculated per pulse, the averaging over volume has less influence over the 
movements.  
 In contrast to the data with motion, volunteer C performed two of the five measurements without 
(deliberate) motion. As shown in table 1 the accuracy of the calculation of the motion parameters is very 
high. This makes sense, because the motion parameters are zero when no movement occurs. In this way 
there is less variance in the data. This results in a higher and/or unreliable value of linear regression.  

As visible in figure 6 the impedance of the 8 channels for all pulses varied around a constant 
value, except for channel 6: the impedance varied between a value of 47 ohm and 58 ohm. The cause of 
these fluctuations between the impedances is uncertain, a possible reason is malfunction of the hardware, 
or an instability of the hardware. 

During MR acquisition T1-spoiling is used. The phase pattern coherent to the spoiling is 
repetitive and visible in figure 11. The symmetrical pattern is visible for 24 pulses. The pattern is 
followed by the T1-spoiling pattern with 24 unsymmetrical pulses, after which the symmetrical phase 
pattern occurs again. It is important to keep the T1-spoiling pattern in mind during data analysis. 

To check the accuracy of the motion correction matrix on prosecuting scans of the same subject, 
the motion was estimated by using the impedance per volume of a scan using the motion correction 
matrix of the first scan of the subject. The results of this experiment are visible in figure 14 to figure 19. 
This method does not provide the desired results. Based on the visual interpretation of the data, the 
estimation of the motion parameters is not accurate, but there appears to be an offset. The course of the 
estimated motion parameters and the motion parameters exported from FSL appear to be the same, 
however the estimated parameters appear to be a factor too small. 

A possibility of the occurrence of the offset is the random phase. In future research it could be 
useful to examine and correct for this factor, since the course of the fit is accurate. With the correction 
of the factor it could be possible to estimate the motion of the subject over different scans.  

 The data was determined relative to the first volume of the first scan of the subject. The data 
shows a shift in the estimated motion parameters, the motion parameters appear to be the same, but with 



a different scaling. This can be solved by also using the offset parameters while computing the model 
and subsequently the motion parameters.  

In addition, the applicability of the method across subjects was also examined during this 
research. The linear model of the motion correction matrix was applied over subjects, using its own 
impedance data, but the motion correction matrix of the first scan of another subject. In addition to the 
values of the R-Squared shown in table 1, figure 20 to figure 25 show that this method does not work. 
The two courses of the graphs are not similar at all. The main reason for this is probably the difference 
of load on the head of different subjects. Every head of every person is different, this leads to a different 
distribution of the RF waves over the head. Due to the fact of different distribution, the reflected signal 
change too.  

An advantage of the proposed method to estimate the motion parameters using a linear model 
is that it is only necessary to calculate the forward and reflected signals, with both the real and the 
imaginary part for the impedance per scan. This means no change to the pulse sequence are needed and 
no additional scan time is required.  

To reduce the number of data analysis steps afterwards, code could be implemented in the 
scanner. This code should calculate the impedance directly after acquisition of the forward and reflected 
RF data. The main advantage of this is that this method makes it possible to use the data real time and 
correct for the motion while scanning. In the future, this can be used for real time motion correction 
methods using the RF data acquired from the 8 channel head coil.  
 
Conclusion  
The proposed method for motion detection during a 7T head scan using the impedances measured in an 
8-channel head coil shows a linear model can be used to fit the data. The method is reproducible and a 
can be a good new way to improve high field high resolution image quality without a penalty in scan 
time or the need for sequence modifications. A shift occurs when the method is used on other scans of 
the same subject. The method does not work when used over subjects.  
 
Layman’s Summary 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging technique to form images of the anatomy or 
structures of the human body using strong magnetic fields. Because of motion of the scanned patient, 
these images may be distorted causing so called motion artifacts in the image. There are several 
techniques available to correct for motion. The MR system contains directional couplers (DICOs), those 
were originally added to the hardware for safety measurements by monitoring the forward and reflected 
data of the radiofrequency (RF) signal for the eight channels on the head coil. The aim of this research 
is to see if the forward and reflected data can be used to detect motion. Subsequently is examined 
whether motion parameters of the subjects head and the RF data are linearly related. The accuracy and 
reproducibility of the estimated motion is examined within and over subject. To obtain a motion 
correction matrix (MCM), motion parameter data from FSL/FEAT (a library of analysis tools for MRI 
data) was linearly related to the impedance of the 8-channel head coil by left array division of the two 
matrices. The quality of the fit of the estimated motion is very high. The estimated motion within the 
same subject, but with use of another MCM, show the same pattern, but with a shift. The method does 
not work when used over subjects. Additional research, concerning the data processing technique, is 
required to optimize the method to have it implemented as a real-time motion correction technique.  
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Appendix A – File names  
 
A V9513  

Scan  Filename rfdata Filename FSL data 
A1 RF_20210709_153715.rfdat RF_20210709_153715.par 
A2 RF_20210709_154701.rfdat RF_20210709_154701.par 
A3 RF_20210709_155445.rfdat RF_20210709_155445.par 
A4 RF_20210709_160140.rfdat RF_20210709_160140.par 
A5 RF_20210709_160847.rfdat RF_20210709_160847.par 

 
 
 
B V9514  

Scan  Filename rfdata Filename FSL data 
B1 RF20210709_163854.rfdat RF20210709_163854.par 
B2 RF20210709_164653.rfdat RF20210709_164653.par 
B3 RF20210709_165417.rfdat RF20210709_165417.par 
B4 RF20210709_170214.rfdat RF20210709_170214.par 
B5 RF20210709_170921.rfdat RF20210709_170921.par 

 
 
C V9339  

Scan  Filename rfdata Filename FSL data 
C1 RF20210804_170459.rfdat RF20210804_170459.par 
C2 RF20210804_171139.rfdat RF20210804_171139.par 
C3 RF20210804_171828.rfdat RF20210804_171828.par 
C4 RF20210804_172524.rfdat RF20210804_172524.par 
C5 RF20210804_173212.rfdat RF20210804_173212.par 

 
Table 15 - File names of the subject C with the corresponding scan numbers.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 13 - File names of the subject A with the corresponding scan numbers.  
 

Table 14 - File names of the subject B with the corresponding scan numbers.  
 



Appendix B – Motion Correction Matrices 
To check the differences between the motion correction matrices between the five scans the average of 
the matrix A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 is taken and shown in figure 26. 

 
 
 
 
 
Appendix C – Absolute values of the first impedance 
 
CHANNEL A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

58.9465   
39.9087   
59.3244   
52.1429   
51.2961   
57.6461   
54.2623   
52.9145 

57.1504   
38.9266   
59.6903   
53.5391   
50.5613   
48.9436   
50.9777   
52.9880 

63.1545   
36.2460   
46.9333   
63.0098   
57.7564   
40.1929   
42.0231   
57.5229 

54.4126   
30.8262   
50.2949   
40.8644   
53.3135   
67.3766   
61.0943   
53.1923 

55.8123   
37.9535   
58.2817   
53.4909   
50.5836   
56.1078   
50.2773   
51.9201 

 
 
 
CHANNEL B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

68.0858   
40.7848   
62.9308   
54.3674   
51.3604   
50.3622   
45.5849   
81.0806 

68.1299   
40.4938   
62.0794   
54.1080   
49.7743   
51.5221   
43.6239   
82.1200 

79.6454   
33.6271   
45.4309   
74.1426   
61.5834   
32.9133   
53.7276  
134.1239 

67.4745   
42.2812   
62.4392   
55.0276   
51.6865   
50.6622   
45.4015   
79.709 

65.2765   
41.2571   
66.6046   
55.4885   
50.6427   
49.7489   
46.8026   
77.2012 

 
 
CHANNEL C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

112.5607   
70.8332   
36.0101   
51.7637  
165.8411   
52.1818   
87.9531   
42.5409 

110.4636   
68.2127   
35.9575   
52.2417  
165.3136   
57.5606   
88.6875   
42.1259 

113.9473   
66.7518   
37.4644   
52.5517  
166.2773   
50.5751   
88.9794   
41.8039 

115.8339   
66.0215   
38.4323   
53.9636  
170.2542   
47.8618   
89.9537   
41.9535 

117.2357   
67.7547   
37.7645   
53.3683  
171.2235   
47.3289   
90.1911   
42.0150 

 

Figure 26 – averaged of motion correction matrix A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 

Table 7 – Absolute values of the first impedance for each of the eight channels 
for each scan of subject A. 

Table 8 Absolute values of the first impedance for each of the eight channels for 
each scan of subject B. 

Table 9 - Absolute values of the first impedance for each of the eight channels for 
each scan of subject B. 



Appendix D – Histogram of R-Squared of fit 

This appendix shows the values of R-Squared for the six directions of the motion. Each figure 
represents one subject, with the five different scans.  

 
Figure 27 – R-Squared of the rotation and translation in x, y and z for the fit of the motion, represented in an histogram.  

 
Figure 28 – R-Squared of the rotation and translation in x, y and z for the fit of the motion, represented in an histogram. 

 
Figure 29 – R-Squared of the rotation and translation in x, y and z for the fit of the motion, represented in an histogram. 

 



Appendix E – Preliminary dataset 

The data was acquired with the same MR settings as described in the method section. The subject 
performed head motions in x, y and z directions. The same model was applied to this subject. 

 
Figure 27 Rotation in radians per volume of the measured motion 
parameters by FSL and the motion correction matrix.  

 
  

 
Figure 29 Rotation in radians per volume of the measured motion 
parameters by FSL and the motion correction matrix.  

Appendix F - Code 
This appendix provides the code used to compute and analyze the data used in this research.  
 
F.1 
Code to call all functions written. 
%% File 
clear all; 
close all; 
vltr_nr = 'V9513';             
%Volunteers get a number on the scanner, the numbers used are V9513, V9514, V9339 
scn_nr = 1;                     
%For each volunteer five seperate scans were performed. 
  
%Find correct file 
[fname,name]=file_finder_function_090821(vltr_nr,scn_nr); 
  
%% Extract data from file  
 rfdata_filer_readscript_function_090821(fname,vltr_nr); 
%% Calculate impedances 
load(strcat(vltr_nr,'/',name,'_pulse.mat')); 

Figure 28 Translations in mm per volume of the measured 
motion parameters by FSL and the motion correction matrix.  

 

Figure 30 Translations in mm per volume of the measured 
motion parameters by FSL and the motion correction matrix.  



offset = 1;  
%variable based on figure, run this again to correct if necessary. Data after 9th july is fixed.  
[std_imp]=rfdata_filer_readscript_math_imp_function_090821(pulse,nchannels,n_pulses,name,offset,vltr_nr); 
%% motion parameter estimation 
motion = 1;  
%fit motion parameters                                          
%To compare the data intra en inter volunteer it is possible to fit a model or to estimate a model. 
%motion = 2; %estimate motion parameters 
[qlty_mo_cor] = motion_parameter_estimation_090821(vltr_nr,name,motion);     
%To determine the quality of the fit or the estimated motion this function is used 
 
F.2 
To generalize the function, the file finder function is created. Define the volunteer number and scan 
number and this function finds the directory and file name coupled to it. 
function [fname,name] = file_finder_function_090821(vltr_nr,scn_nr) 
% fname = 'RF20210528_144145.rfdat'; %scan 4 
% fname='RF20210528_145417.rfdat'; %scan 6 
% fname='RF20210120_130655.rfdat' ;%scan 21  
% fname='RF20210120_132631.rfdat' ;%scan 25 
  
% fname='RF20210630_191302.rfdat'; %scan 2 30 juni 
% fname='RF20210630_192804.rfdat'; %scan 4 30 juni 
% fname='RF20210709_134624.rfdat' %scan 3 9 juli 
% fname='RF20210709_143251.rfdat'; %scan 1 9 juli 
  
%To generalize the function, the filefinder function is created. Define the 
%volunteer number and scan number and this function finds the directory and 
%file name coupled to it.  
% Scans V9514 
if (vltr_nr == 'V9514') 
    v_nr = 9514; 
end 
if (vltr_nr == 'V9513') 
    v_nr = 9513; 
end 
if (vltr_nr == 'V9339') 
    v_nr = 9339; 
end 
  
if (v_nr == 9514 && scn_nr == 1) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_163854.rfdat'; %scan 1 V9415 
end 
if (v_nr == 9514 && scn_nr == 2) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_164653.rfdat'; %scan 2 V9415 
end 
if (v_nr == 9514 && scn_nr == 3) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_165417.rfdat'; %scan 3 V9415 
end 
if (v_nr == 9514 && scn_nr == 4) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_170214.rfdat'; %scan 4 V9415 
end 
if (v_nr == 9514 && scn_nr == 5) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_170921.rfdat'; %scan 5 V9415 
end 
  
% Scans V9513 
if (v_nr == 9513 && scn_nr == 1) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_153715.rfdat'; %scan 1 V9513 
end 
if (v_nr == 9513 && scn_nr == 2) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_154701.rfdat'; %scan 2 V9513 
end 
if (v_nr == 9513 && scn_nr == 3) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_155445.rfdat'; %scan 3 V9513 
end 
if (v_nr == 9513 && scn_nr == 4) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_160140.rfdat'; %scan 4 V9513 
end 
if (v_nr == 9513 && scn_nr == 5) 
 fname = 'RF20210709_160847.rfdat'; %scan 5 V9513 
end 
  



% Scans V9339 
if (v_nr == 9339 && scn_nr == 1) 
 fname = 'RF20210804_170459.rfdat'; %scan 1 V9339 
end 
if (v_nr == 9339 && scn_nr == 2) 
 fname = 'RF20210804_171139.rfdat'; %scan 2 V9339 
end 
if (v_nr == 9339 && scn_nr == 3) 
 fname = 'RF20210804_171828.rfdat'; %scan 3 V9339 
end 
if (v_nr == 9339 && scn_nr == 4) 
 fname = 'RF20210804_172524.rfdat'; %scan 4 V9339 
end 
if (v_nr == 9339 && scn_nr == 5) 
 fname = 'RF20210804_173212.rfdat'; %scan 5 V9339 
end 
[~,name] = fileparts(fname); 
end 
 
F.3 
Function to read the rf data in matlab and extract from file. 
function rfdata_filer_readscript_function_090821(fname,vltr_nr) 
%The data acquired from the MR system is filed using a rf_data filer. This 
%script reads the data from the .rfdat file into a .mat file.  
nsamples = 60;                                                              
%Data after juli 9 2021 has 60 samples 
  
fID=fopen(strcat(vltr_nr,'/',fname),'r');                                   
%Use fID to open files from directory.  
[~,name] = fileparts(fname);                                                
%Split filename  
  
%% 
frewind(fID);                                                               
%Define for use of pointer  
n_pulses = 0;                                                               
%Change this value if you want to read from a certain point in the file 
pulses_to_do =1000;                                                         
%change to a number if you want only a limited number of pulses to be read (e.g. to save time) 
next_file_position = 0; 
  
%% while loop reads one pulse at a time and processes it; continues till eof or pulses_to_do 
%Using a while loop the pulse is read and processed. Each pulse contains 
%certain information: the number of channels, the channel number, the pulse 
%time, the dynamic number (volume number), the number of samples, the 
%sample count, the number s and the number of dummy samples.  
while(~feof(fID) && n_pulses < pulses_to_do) 
    n_pulses = n_pulses + 1; 
    icount=0; 
    fseek(fID,next_file_position,'bof'); 
    %ftell(fID) 
    pt = 0; 
    pt_pulse = 0; 
    while ( ~feof(fID) && (pt == pt_pulse)) %read one set of pulses based on pulse_time 
        icount = icount +1; 
        data(icount).nr_channels=fread(fID,1,'int32'); 
        data(icount).channel_nr=fread(fID,1,'int32'); 
        data(icount).pulse_time=fread(fID,1,'int32'); 
        pt = data(icount).pulse_time; 
        data(icount).dyn_nr=fread(fID,1,'int32'); 
        data(icount).nr_samples=fread(fID,1,'int32'); 
        data(icount).scount=fread(fID,1,'int32'); 
        data(icount).snumber=fread(fID,1,'int32'); 
        data(icount).dum_samples=fread(fID,1,'int32'); 
        if (nsamples == 60)                                                 
%If the number of samples is 60 the rfdata filer calculates the impedance using the fwd and rfl:  
            data(icount).imp_CCP_avg=fread(fID,[1 2],'float32');            
%Average impedance per pulse 
            data(icount).imp_CCP_max=fread(fID,[1 2],'float32');            
%Maximal impedance per pulse 
            data(icount).imp_avg=fread(fID,[1 2],'float32');                
%Average impedance  
            data(icount).imp_max=fread(fID,[1 2],'float32');                
%Maximal impedance 



        end 
         
        data(icount).fwd=fread(fID,[1 2*nsamples],'float32');               
%If the number of samples is 62, the fwd and rfl are stored in the .rfdat file 
        data(icount).rfl=fread(fID,[1 2*nsamples],'float32'); 
        if (icount == 1) 
            pt_pulse = pt; 
        end 
    end 
    next_file_position=ftell(fID) - 1024;                                   
%we have read one block too much -> -1024 
     
    nr_data_blocks_read = icount-1; 
  
    %Get the data from struct into arrays 
    Nd=nr_data_blocks_read; 
    nr_channels=zeros(Nd,1); 
    channel_nr=zeros(Nd,1); 
    pulse_time=zeros(Nd,1); 
    dyn_nr=zeros(Nd,1); 
    nr_samples=zeros(Nd,1); 
    scount=zeros(Nd,1); 
    snumber=zeros(Nd,1); 
    dum_samples=zeros(Nd,1); 
    imp_CCP_avg=zeros(Nd,1); 
    imp_CCP_max=zeros(Nd,1); 
    imp_avg=zeros(Nd,1); 
    imp_max=zeros(Nd,1); 
    fwd=zeros(nsamples,Nd); 
    rfl=zeros(nsamples,Nd);  
%     fwd_real_unwr=zeros(nsamples,Nd); 
%     fwd_imag_unwr=zeros(nsamples,Nd); 
%     rfl_real_unwr=zeros(nsamples,Nd); 
%     rfl_imag_unwr=zeros(nsamples,Nd); 
%     fwd_unwr=zeros(nsamples,Nd); 
%     rfl_unwr=zeros(nsamples,Nd); 
     
     
    for ii=1:Nd 
        nr_channels(ii)=data(ii).nr_channels; 
        channel_nr(ii)=data(ii).channel_nr; 
        pulse_time(ii)=data(ii).pulse_time; 
        dyn_nr(ii)=data(ii).dyn_nr; 
        nr_samples(ii)=data(ii).nr_samples; 
        scount(ii)=data(ii).scount; 
        snumber(ii)=data(ii).snumber; 
        dum_samples(ii)=data(ii).dum_samples; 
        if (nsamples == 60) 
            imp_CCP_avg(ii)=complex(data(ii).imp_CCP_avg(1),data(ii).imp_CCP_avg(2)); 
            imp_CCP_max(ii)=complex(data(ii).imp_CCP_max(1),data(ii).imp_CCP_max(2)); 
            imp_avg(ii)=complex(data(ii).imp_avg(1),data(ii).imp_avg(2)); 
            imp_max(ii)=complex(data(ii).imp_max(1),data(ii).imp_max(2)); 
        end 
        fwd(:,ii)=complex(data(ii).fwd(1:2:2*nsamples),data(ii).fwd(2:2:2*nsamples)); 
        rfl(:,ii)=complex(data(ii).rfl(1:2:2*nsamples),data(ii).rfl(2:2:2*nsamples)); 
         
%         fwd_unwr(:,ii)=abs(fwd(:,ii)).*exp(1i*angle(fwd(:,ii))); 
%         rfl_unwr(:,ii)=abs(rfl(:,ii)).*exp(1i*angle(rfl(:,ii))); 
%         fwd_real_unwr(:,ii)=unwrap(data(ii).fwd(1:2:2*nsamples)); 
%         fwd_imag_unwr(:,ii)=unwrap(data(ii).fwd(2:2:2*nsamples)); 
%         rfl_real_unwr(:,ii)=unwrap(data(ii).rfl(1:2:2*nsamples)); 
%         rfl_imag_unwr(:,ii)=unwrap(data(ii).rfl(2:2:2*nsamples)); 
%         fwd(:,ii)=complex(fwd_real_unwr(:,ii),fwd_imag_unwr(:,ii)); 
%         rfl(:,ii)=complex(rfl_real_unwr(:,ii),rfl_imag_unwr(:,ii));        
  
         
    end 
    nchannels=max(channel_nr)+1; 
    %Define size of arrays 
    srfl=zeros(sum(scount)/nchannels,nchannels); %sum(scount) total number of non dummy samples 
    sfwd=zeros(sum(scount)/nchannels,nchannels); 
    s_imp_avg=zeros(Nd,nchannels); 
    s_imp_max=zeros(Nd,nchannels); 
    s_imp_CCP_avg=zeros(Nd,nchannels); 
    s_imp_CCP_max=zeros(Nd,nchannels); 



     
%     srfl_top=zeros(sum(scount)/nchannels,nchannels); 
%     sfwd_top=zeros(sum(scount)/nchannels,nchannels); 
%     rfl_top=zeros(sum(scount)/nchannels,nchannels); 
%     fwd_top=zeros(sum(scount)/nchannels,nchannels); 
%     maxsrfl = zeros(1,nchannels); 
%     maxsfwd = zeros(1,nchannels); 
     
    pulse_time_old=0; 
    for kk=1:nchannels 
        count1=0; 
        count2=0; 
        for ii=1:Nd 
            for jj=1:scount(ii) 
                if pulse_time(ii) ~= pulse_time_old 
                    pulse_time_old = pulse_time(ii); 
                    % 
                end 
                count2 = count2 + 1; 
                if channel_nr(ii)+1 == kk 
                    count1 = count1 + 1; 
                    sfwd(count1,channel_nr(ii)+1)=fwd(count2); 
                    srfl(count1,channel_nr(ii)+1)=rfl(count2); 
                    s_imp_CCP_avg(count1,channel_nr(ii)+1)=imp_CCP_avg(count2); 
                    s_imp_CCP_max(count1,channel_nr(ii)+1)=imp_CCP_max(count2); 
                    s_imp_avg(count1,channel_nr(ii)+1)=imp_avg(count2); 
                    s_imp_max(count1,channel_nr(ii)+1)=imp_max(count2); 
                end 
            end 
            count2=count2+dum_samples(ii); 
        end 
         
        
%         maxsrfl(1,kk)=max(abs(srfl(:,kk)));                                 
%Because the data contains a lot of zeros, it makes sense only using the peak values.  
%         maxsfwd(1,kk)=max(abs(sfwd(:,kk)));                                 
%This section creates an array to determine these. 
%          
%         srfl_top(:,kk)=abs(srfl(:,kk))>(maxsfwd(1,kk)*0.2);                 
%It is possible to only look at the top 20%, or to look at the top 80% 
%         sfwd_top(:,kk)=abs(sfwd(:,kk))>(maxsfwd(1,kk)*0.2);                 
%          
%         rfl_top(:,kk)=sfwd_top(:,kk).*srfl(:,kk);                           
%Save values larger than the required limit 
%         fwd_top(:,kk)=sfwd_top(:,kk).*sfwd(:,kk); 
%          
    end 
     
       
%     pulse(n_pulses).afwd_real=mean(real(fwd_top));                          
%Save data into .mat file in real and imaginary part of forward and reflected.  
%     pulse(n_pulses).afwd_img=mean(imag(fwd_top)); 
%     pulse(n_pulses).arfl_real=mean(real(rfl_top)); 
%     pulse(n_pulses).arfl_img=mean(imag(rfl_top)); 
%      
%         pulse(n_pulses).afwd_real=mean(real(sfwd));                         
%Save data into .mat file in real and imaginary part of forward and reflected. 
%         pulse(n_pulses).afwd_img=mean(imag(sfwd)); 
%         pulse(n_pulses).arfl_real=mean(real(srfl)); 
%         pulse(n_pulses).arfl_img=mean(imag(srfl)); 
%          
%         pulse(n_pulses).s_imp_avg=s_imp_avg;                         
%Save data into .mat file imp data. 
%         pulse(n_pulses).s_imp_max=s_imp_max; 
%         pulse(n_pulses).s_imp_CCP_avg=s_imp_CCP_avg; 
%         pulse(n_pulses).s_imp_CCP_max=s_imp_CCP_max; 
     
end 
% figure,plot(abs(sfwd)); 
% figure,plot(abs(srfl)); 
% figure,plot(angle(sfwd)); 
% figure,plot(angle(srfl)); 
  
% save(strcat(vltr_nr,'/',name,'_imp_pulse.mat'),'pulse','n_pulses','nchannels'); 
%save(strcat(vltr_nr,'/',name,'_unwrap_pulse.mat'),'pulse','n_pulses','nchannels'); 



%save(strcat(vltr_nr,'/',name,'_pulse_20.mat'),'pulse','n_pulses','nchannels'); 
end 
 
F.4  
Function to calculate the impedances based on the forward and reflected data.  
 
function [std_imp] = rfdata_filer_readscript_math_imp_function_090821(pulse,nchannels,n_pulses,name,offset,vltr_nr) 
%This function is used for the calculation of the impedances per channel. 
%After this calculation the ratio of the impedance of the first volume will 
%be calculated. This is done because the motion parameters in FSL are also 
%calculated based on their first volume. We need the same scaling.   
  
%% show complex average pulses 
nr_volumes = 250;                                                            
%Define number of volumes 
afwd=zeros(n_pulses,nchannels);                                                      
%Create array with size based on number of pulses. 
arfl=zeros(n_pulses,nchannels);                                                      
%For forward and reflected data.  
for ii=1:n_pulses                                                            
%Use a for-loop to combine the real and imaginary numbers 
    afwd(ii,:)=complex(pulse(ii).afwd_real,pulse(ii).afwd_img);              
%to a complex number.  
    arfl(ii,:)=complex(pulse(ii).arfl_real,pulse(ii).arfl_img); 
     
end 
% afwd_unwr=zeros(n_pulses,nchannels); 
% for jj=1:nchannels 
%     afwd_unwr(:,jj)=abs(afwd(:,jj)).*exp(1i*angle(afwd(:,jj))); 
% end 
%% impedance 
%The impedance is calculated using the forward + reflected data divided by 
%the forward - reflected data. 50 Ohm should be the standard value. By 
%using the ratio random effects are canceled.  
imp = 50*(afwd(offset:end,:)+arfl(offset:end,:))./(afwd(offset:end,:)-arfl(offset:end,:)); 
std_imp = std(imp);                                                          
%To check the quality of the calculated impedances, the standard deviation is determined.  
%% impedance calculations 
%We need to relate the impedances to the motion parameter data from FSL.  
%This part defines the relative impedances to the first volume, just as FSL does.   
pul_vol=(n_pulses-offset+1)/nr_volumes;                                      
%Calculate the number of pulses per volume 
  
av_imp_real=zeros(nr_volumes,nchannels); 
av_imp_imag=zeros(nr_volumes,nchannels); 
for ll=1:nr_volumes                                                          
%Calculate the mean impedance per volume, using the number of pulses per volume. 
    av_imp_real(ll,:)=mean(real(imp(((ll-1)*pul_vol)+1:(ll*pul_vol),:)));    
%Real part 
    av_imp_imag(ll,:)=mean(imag(imp(((ll-1)*pul_vol)+1:(ll*pul_vol),:)));    
%Imaginary part 
end 
  
av_imp=zeros(nr_volumes,nchannels);                                          
%Put real and imaginary part of the averages in complex array.  
for ii=1:nr_volumes 
    av_imp(ii,:)=complex(av_imp_real(ii,:),av_imp_imag(ii,:)); 
end 
  
av_imp_rela=zeros(nr_volumes,nchannels);                                               
for pp=1:nr_volumes                                                          
%Calculate relative impedance to first volume 
    av_imp_rela(pp,:)=av_imp(pp,:)./av_imp(1,:); 
end 
  
av_imp_rela_real_imag=zeros(nr_volumes,nchannels*2); 
for ii=1:nr_volumes                                                          
%Create array [250 16] with for each volume a real and imaginary number corresponding to the relative impedance.  
    av_imp_rela_real_imag(ii,1:8)=real(av_imp_rela(ii,:)); 
    av_imp_rela_real_imag(ii,9:16)=imag(av_imp_rela(ii,:)); 
end 
%% figures 
%To display the data images are used. Images below shows the average 
%impedance for all pulses. The next figure shows the average impedance per 



%volume.  
h = figure('PaperPositionMode','auto'); 
set(h,'Units','normalized'); 
plot(abs(imp)); 
title(strcat(name,' - Average impedance for all pulses')); 
legend({'Ch1','Ch2','Ch3','Ch4','Ch5','Ch6','Ch7','Ch8' },'Location','southwest'); 
xlabel('Number of pulses'); 
ylabel('Impedance'); 
  
h = figure('PaperPositionMode','auto'); 
set(h,'Units','normalized'); 
plot(abs(av_imp)); 
title(strcat(name,' - Average impedance per volume')); 
legend({'Ch1','Ch2','Ch3','Ch4','Ch5','Ch6','Ch7','Ch8' },'Location','southwest'); 
xlabel('Volume number'); 
ylabel('Impedance'); 
  
h = figure('PaperPositionMode','auto'); 
set(h,'Units','normalized'); 
plot(abs(av_imp_rela)); 
title(strcat(name,' - Average impedance relative to first volume')); 
legend({'Ch1','Ch2','Ch3','Ch4','Ch5','Ch6','Ch7','Ch8' },'Location','southwest'); 
xlabel('Volume number'); 
ylabel('Ratio'); 
  
%% Save files 
save(strcat(vltr_nr,'/','imp_',name,'.mat'),'av_imp_rela_real_imag'); 
end 
F.5 
Function to calculate the motion parameters and represent them in images and plots.  
function [qlty_mo_cor] = motion_parameter_estimation_090821(vltr_nr,name,motion) 
nr_volumes = 250; 
mo_par=load(strcat(vltr_nr,'/',name,'.par'));                                
% motion parameters calculated in FSL using FEAT 
mo_par_r=[(mo_par(:,1:3)*180/pi),mo_par(:,4:6)];                             
% In FSL the rotation is given in radians, translate to degrees. 
load(strcat(vltr_nr,'/','imp_',name,'.mat'));                                
% Load the calculated relative impedances 
mo_cor_matrix = av_imp_rela_real_imag\mo_par_r;                              
% Definition of the motion correction matrix using a linear model 
save(strcat(vltr_nr,'/','MP_',name,'.mat'),'mo_cor_matrix');                 
% Save the mo_cor matrix to .mat file 
  
if (motion == 1)                                                             
% motion = 1 means the model is fitted 
    fit_mot = av_imp_rela_real_imag*mo_cor_matrix;                               
% The model is fitted using the known relative average impedance 
                                                                                
% and the calculated motion correction above. 
qlty_mo_cor = zeros(1,6); 
for ii = 1:6 
qlty_mo_cor(ii) = regress(fit_mot(:,ii),mo_par_r(:,ii)); 
end 
  
end 
  
if (motion == 2) 
    %If the motion is estimated using the impedance from one subject and 
    %the motion correction matrix from the other, the data processing goes 
    %a bit different. The other subject needs to be found in the directory 
    %using the file finder function of the motion parameters.  
    prompt_1 = 'What is the volunteer number you want to compare? V9513, V9514 or V9339? Remember to use quotes. << '; 
    vltr_nr =  input(prompt_1);                                              
%Program asks for volunteer number. 
    prompt_2 = 'What is the scan number? 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5? << '; 
    scn_nr =  input(prompt_2);                                               
%Program asks for scan number of volunteer.  
     
    [av_imp_rela_real_imag] = file_finder_function_mo_par_090821(vltr_nr,scn_nr);  
%Gather average impedance of the desired estimation.  
     
    est_mot = av_imp_rela_real_imag*mo_cor_matrix;                           
%Estimated motion using impedance and motion correction matrix. Linear. 
  



    qlty_mo_cor = zeros(1,6); 
     
for ii = 1:6 
qlty_mo_cor(ii) = regress(est_mot(:,ii),mo_par_r(:,ii)); 
end 
  
end 
  
  
%% figures 
%The figures of this part show the fitted/estimated motion in relation to the 
%determined motion from FSL. The first figures shows the rotation in x, y 
%and z, the second figures show the translation in x, y and z.  
  
if (motion == 1) 
    h = figure('PaperPositionMode','auto'); 
    set(h,'Units','normalized'); 
    plot(mo_par_r(:,1:3)) 
    hold on 
    plot(fit_mot(:,1:3)); 
    title(strcat(name,' - Rotation fitted vs FSL')); 
    legend({'x est','y est','z est','x fsl','y fsl','z fsl'},'Location','southwest'); 
    xlabel('Volume number'); 
    ylabel('Rotations (deg)'); 
    hold off 
     
    f = figure('PaperPositionMode','auto'); 
    set(f,'Units','normalized'); 
    plot(mo_par_r(:,4:6)); 
    hold on 
    plot(fit_mot(:,4:6)); 
    title(strcat(name,' - Translation fitted vs FSL')); 
    legend({'x est','y est','z est','x fsl','y fsl','z fsl'},'Location','southwest'); 
    xlabel('Volume number'); 
    ylabel('Translations (mm)'); 
    hold off 
end 
  
if (motion == 2) 
    h = figure('PaperPositionMode','auto'); 
    set(h,'Units','normalized'); 
    plot(mo_par_r(:,1:3)) 
    hold on 
    plot(est_mot(:,1:3)); 
    title(strcat(name,' - Rotation estimated vs FSL')); 
    legend({'x est','y est','z est','x fsl','y fsl','z fsl'},'Location','southwest'); 
    xlabel('Volume number'); 
    ylabel('Rotations (deg)'); 
    hold off 
     
    h = figure('PaperPositionMode','auto'); 
    set(h,'Units','normalized'); 
    plot(mo_par_r(:,4:6)); 
    hold on 
    plot(est_mot(:,4:6)) 
    title(strcat(name,' - Translation estimated vs FSL')); 
    legend({'x est','y est','z est','x fsl','y fsl','z fsl'},'Location','southwest'); 
    xlabel('Volume number'); 
    ylabel('Translations (mm)'); 
    hold off 
end 
  
%% colorbar images 
%This images creates a colored images of the motino correction matrix. 
%Using the colorbar it is more visible to quantigy the values and compare 
%them between scans/subjects.  
  
imagesc(mo_cor_matrix);                                                      
%This section creates a visual representation 
colorbar ("peer", gca, "eastoutside");                                       
%of the motion correction matrix. 
caxis([-150 150]);                                                           
%Fixed axes of the parameters 
title(strcat(name,' - Scatter motion correction matrix')); 
%legend({'x est','y est','z est','x fsl','y fsl','z fsl'},'Location','southwest'); 



xlabel('1:3 rotation (x,y,z), 4:6 translation (x,y,z)'); 
ylabel('Complex number, 1:8 real, 9:16 imag'); 
end 
 
 


